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This article argues that access to judges is an essential element of access to justice. Traditional civil litigation procedure aimed at preparation for trial that is complex, time-consuming and costly obstructs such access, especially for litigants without lawyers. To remedy this, the author proposes a summary judicial dispute resolution procedure comprising two stages: early judicial intervention followed by judicial dispute resolution that is determinative if necessary. At both points litigants would be given the opportunity to settle their dispute consensually, thus combining principles of self-determination with final disposition according to law. The proposal draws on and extends contemporary innovations in Canadian courts concerning summary proceedings and binding judicial dispute resolution. The new procedure should improve access to judges and thus access to justice.

I. INTRODUCTION – A SUMMARY JUDICIAL DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURE

To withhold the equal protection of the laws, or to fail to carry out their intent by reason of inadequate machinery, is to undermine the entire structure and threaten it with collapse.

* Professor of Legal Studies, Athabasca University. A previous version of this paper was presented at a panel session of the Collaborative Research Network on Innovations in Judging at the Law & Society Association Conference held in Toronto in June 2018. The author acknowledges the valuable feedback from participants in that session, particularly Bryan Clark and Debbie De Girolamo. Justice Robert A Graesser of the Court of Queen’s Bench of Alberta kindly provided comments on a draft of the paper, and the questions and suggestions of the anonymous reviewers helped to improve the paper significantly. All remaining insufficiencies are my responsibility.
The effects of this denial of justice are far reaching. Nothing rankles more in the human heart than the feeling of injustice. It produces a sense of helplessness, then bitterness. It is brooded over. It leads directly to contempt for law, disloyalty to the government, and plants the seeds of anarchy. The conviction grows that law is not justice and challenges the belief that justice is best secured when administered according to law. ... A persuasion spreads that there is one law for the rich and another for the poor. [footnotes omitted].

Strong words, written one hundred years ago, which remain relevant and even more worrisome today when they apply to “everyone else” and not just “the poor.” This realization makes it even more pressing to add a new interpretation to that well-worn acronym ADR – now let it be “accessible dispute resolution.”

It is time to fulfill the original promise of alternative dispute resolution to make justice both more accessible and more responsive by reforming the administration of civil justice.

The late Frank Sander’s vision of a “dispute resolution center” (later, a “multi-door courthouse”) in 1976 featured a court that would act as a type of “justice broker” to select and refer lawsuits to the most appropriate resolution process. One of those processes was traditional litigation presided over by a judge, but it lay behind a different door than “alternative” processes such as mediation, arbitration, and fact finding. At this point in its evolution “ADR” was thought to exist separate and apart from the usual work of judges. As Sander noted, in the United States the litigation route was constitutionally entrenched by virtue of the Seventh Amendment which preserves the right to a jury trial in common law proceedings. For this reason, any alternative procedure required the consent of the parties, or at least their acquiescence through abandoning a demand for a jury trial. The shadow of the “jury trial” has cast a pall over court-connected ADR not only in the United States, but in other jurisdictions, such as Canada, even though they lack the same constitutional entrenchment of formal adjudicative procedure. I suggest that this shadow has stymied attempts to introduce some of the practical benefits of more informal ADR procedures into conventional litigation. Although there are notable differences in legal culture and institutions between the United States and Canada, the American “ADR Movement” has undoubtedly influenced legal
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1 Reginald Heber Smith, *Justice and the Poor*, (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1919) at 5, 10.
3 Zemans notes “…the public still considers the courts the place to go to get what is their due. In the aggregate these individual interactions with a large proportion of the citizenry provides courts with both a burden and an opportunity. Courts have an opportunity to engender a broad base of support that is necessary to the operation of governmental institutions; at the same time, that extent of interaction also opens the courts to demands for accountability and for responsiveness from a broad base of the society.”: Frances Kahn Zemans, “In the Eye of the Beholder: The Relationship Between the Public and the Courts” (1991) 15 Just Sys J 722, 724-25.
5 The possibility of ultimate recourse to a jury trial may have an impact on the effectiveness of court-annexed dispute resolution processes such as settlement conferences. For instance, a difference in effectiveness between American and Canadian pretrial procedures was noted in Michael Stevenson et al, “The Impact of Pretrial Conferences: An Interim Report on the Ontario Pretrial Conference Experiment” (1977) 15:3 Osgoode Hall L J 591.
6 The author reviews these differences and the “mutations” in Canadian ADR arising from them in “The Multi-Door Courthouse at Middle Age: Life in Canada” (2019) 38:1 CJQ 44.
developments in Canada. The argument of this paper is that the American preoccupation with the formal civil jury trial as “the basis for understanding our civil justice system”, as one American commentator has phrased it, has obscured the potential in Canada for adopting less formal processes for the final determination of lawsuits. Although civil trials are increasingly rare in Canada as they are in the United States, the formal oral trial remains enshrined in court rules as the default endpoint of the litigation process. This procedural assumption frustrates efforts to provide more accessible dispute resolution through the courts. The Alberta Court of Appeal has recognized this reality:

[15] The theory that disputes eventually “went to trial” was always something of a legal fiction. Even when the court implied that a trial was called for, and declined to grant summary judgment, or declined to strike pleadings, it was well known that trials were a rarity. *Hryniak v Mauldin* refers several times to the need for a change in culture. In other words, the myth of trial should no longer govern civil procedure. It should be recognized that interlocutory proceedings are primarily to “prepare an action for resolution”, and only rarely do they actually involve “preparing an action for trial”.

Sander’s vision of a multi-door courthouse appeared to preserve the “Superior Court” as a distinct avenue of redress conceptually and legally separate from the “alternative” resolution processes. However, as ADR gained respectability and acceptance amongst lawyers and judges many started to experiment with “cross-over” procedures which brought ADR practices and procedures into the courts. Following the subsequent institutionalization of ADR in courts, there are now many variations of “court-connected,” “court-sponsored” and “court-provided” ADR programs. One consequence of this melding of ADR and civil process has been to bring “dispute orientation” into litigation where it has coexisted uneasily with the traditional focus of courts on legal rights and obligations. This development has led to a second roadblock to the full institutionalization of ADR in courts in that lawyers and judges are largely left without guidance concerning the “non-legal” elements of disputes, commonly called “interests,” that are appropriately dealt with in litigation.

The shadow of the trial with its panoply of procedural formality and evidentiary rules has, for too long, frustrated attempts to provide more accessible justice within the courts. This promise of ADR has not
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12 Rooke describes the problem as being a conflict between “access to justice and the administration of justice” and believes judicial dispute resolution is the solution: John D Rooke, *Improving Excellence: Evaluation of the Judicial*
been successfully integrated within civil litigation. Brazil puts it this way in arguing for judge-led dispute resolution:

We need to do what we can to encourage people to feel that their public institutions are useful to them. We also need to do what we can to encourage people to feel that the courts want to be just as accessible to them in economic fact as they are in political theory. By providing parties with useful settlement services, or at least by visibly trying to do so, we can demonstrate to litigants and lawyers that we really want to be of service and that we understand how difficult it can be, financially, to proceed through the … court system.

Speaking in a similar vein about mediation by judges, former Ontario Chief Justice Warren Winkler notes: “For the public, the issue, quite simply, is one of access to justice. A successful mediation can avoid a lengthy, expensive trial. Following this logic, the public expects this service to be provided to them without cost when they engage in litigation. Many are surprised when they have to dip into their own pockets to pay for pre-trial dispute resolution in relation to matters that to them seem to be appropriately within the realm of the courts.”

Further, the promise of more participatory and personalized justice made by ADR has not been successfully combined with a civil litigation system focussed on legal rights. I argue that pioneering steps taken by some Canadian courts in offering “judicial dispute resolution” point the way to the changes

---

13 Rabinovich-Einy suggests that the “formal-informal” divide between traditional ADR processes and adjudication has become blurred, resulting in reduced legitimacy of courts as distinct fora with their own sources of legitimacy, which are not based on the parties’ consent, or the principle of self-determination. She concludes that “[t]he literature and the practical experience in the field of DSD [dispute systems design] have generated principles of design of dispute resolution systems, whose goals are dispute resolution, management and prevention. … The future of courts therefore lies, not in restoring formality and reducing discretion, but in instituting design processes and quality control mechanisms that meet the principles described above. Orna Rabinovich-Einy, “The Legitimacy Crisis and the Future of Courts” (2015) 17 Cardozo J Conflict Resol 23 at 72. The procedure proposed here is an attempt to design a dispute resolution process well-suited to the courts.


we need to make to realize fully the benefits of ADR within the courts. The Ontario Bar Association has recognized the potential of judicial involvement in settling actions stating:

**Improving Access to Justice** - like any valuable form of mediation, JDR may have the potential to improve the affordability for individual clients and reduce over-all delay by moving resolvable cases out of the trial queue. We also sought to determine whether there is value in JDR being free to litigants (without additional cost, or even with savings, to the taxpayer where it can be done with existing resources). JDR may also provide an early opportunity for self-represented litigants to acquire some understanding of the system and the merits of their case from someone they associate with “their day in court”\(^\text{17}\)

I will outline a vision of a new litigation procedure I have called “summary judicial dispute resolution procedure.” In short, it combines some of the best attributes of ADR with the value of judicial participation and dispute determination if necessary, thereby enhancing both the practical and principled aims of justice. In this paper access to justice is conceptualized as the ability to invoke the aid of an authority with power to intervene in private affairs for the purpose of protecting legal rights or enforcing legal obligations. This echoes the definition used by researchers in the project “Measuring Access to Justice: The Hague Model of Access to Justice” who phrased it as “a situation in which a person may develop a need of a person for protection by outside norms or interventions that structure the conduct of another person that he may encounter or has a relationship with (justice need).”\(^\text{18}\) The need or desire for justice originates in the well-known behavioral pattern of “naming, blaming, and claiming” which the other party rejects or simply ignores. To the extent that the negative response (or lack of a response) is perceived as a sign of disdain or disrespect, a party may feel that not only have their legal rights been compromised but also their dignity as an equal member of society. A court then becomes a promising venue to vindicate both their legal rights and right to respect. Access to justice thus offers the possibility of obtaining both practical and symbolic benefits that must be weighed against the tangible and psychological costs of taking legal proceedings.

A. Why “Summary”?\(^\text{17}\)

We are told that trials were once prone to “ambushes” which required a party to respond to evidence that was unknown before presentation at trial. Absent an adjournment granted by the judge, the case might be won or lost on the surprise disclosure. To combat this litigation strategy rules were adopted to require discovery and disclosure of information and documents before trial. In response, lawyers dedicated to “vigorous advocacy” began to demand increasing amounts of documents and numbers of depositions in pursuit of a “no stone left unturned” policy of avoiding surprise at trial. As a reaction to the mass of potential evidence thus accumulated, courts then began to impose pre-trial conferences in the hope of

---


narrowing issues, agreeing upon facts, and otherwise planning for an efficient and shorter trial. The consequence to litigants of these procedural developments was to lengthen the period between pleading and trial and add substantial cost for factual investigations and judicial determinations of their relevance, adequacy and scope. The time required and cost of litigating in this modern mode are now significant elements contributing to the complexity of civil litigation. Although the scope of discovery in Canada is more limited than that in the United States,19 for many Canadian disputants these pretrial procedures impose substantial costs both materially and emotionally.20 In some cases plaintiffs may require discovery in order to substantiate their claims and advance towards resolution. Canadian courts have recognized this need and granted such requests when defendants have sought summary dismissal of claims.21 This is another area in which Canadian and American procedure and practice seem to diverge.22

Courts have always had procedural means to make speedy decisions without extensive preliminaries but they have been underused. Pure issues of law might be quickly decided, but cases which present them without the necessity of much factual context are rare, or rarely considered by judges to arise. Summary judgment is a process which holds more promise because it may involve the determination of both law and fact. Several American jurisdictions have recognized this need and introduced procedures for shortened jury trials.23 The procedure proposed here is similar in some respects to such summary trials – but without a jury.

Recently the Province of Ontario has amended its Rules of Court to make summary judgment more effective in bringing cases to final determination. The new rules empower judges to make findings of fact based on a combination of affidavit and oral evidence subject only to the necessity of considering whether a trial is necessary “in the interests of justice.” In Hryniak v Mauldin, a complex case with multiple parties, appeals were taken from judgment rendered under this rule. The Supreme Court of Canada supported the procedure as an improvement in access to justice and noted that trial was not required in every case. Speaking for the Court Justice Karakatsanis began the judgment by noting:

20 Keet et al identify delay as a “major stressor in litigation” with adverse psychological impacts on litigants; Michaela Keet et al, “Anticipating and Managing the Psychological Cost of Civil Litigation” (2017) 34 Windsor YB Access Just 73 at 88.
21 In granting plaintiffs’ applications to examine witnesses under oath (including a former Premier of the Province) and obtain documents from them for use in opposing summary dismissal of an action one Ontario judge stated:

[89] … The plaintiffs are exercising rights they are entitled to exercise in responding to Ontario’s motion for summary judgment. It is not an abuse of process to do so. Now that Ontario and OLG have brought motions to drive the plaintiffs from the judgment seat, it is not only open, but necessary for the plaintiffs as responding parties to put their best foot forward and to produce all evidence that could or should be available at trial. Seelster Farms Inc. v Ontario, 2017 ONSC 4756.
23 Ibid, and see Patterson, supra note 8; National Center for State Courts, Short, Summary & Expedited: The Evolution of Civil Jury Trials (Case Studies) (Williamsburg, VA: NCSC, 2009), online: NCSC <https://www.ncsc.org/-/media/Files/PDF/Information%20and%20Resources/Civil%20cover%20sheets/ShortSummaryExpedited-online%20rev.ashx>.
[1] Ensuring access to justice is the greatest challenge to the rule of law in Canada today. Trials have become increasingly expensive and protracted. Most Canadians cannot afford to sue when they are wronged or defend themselves when they are sued, and cannot afford to go to trial. Without an effective and accessible means of enforcing rights, the rule of law is threatened. Without public adjudication of civil cases, the development of the common law is stunted.

[2] Increasingly, there is recognition that a culture shift is required in order to create an environment promoting timely and affordable access to the civil justice system. This shift entails simplifying pretrial procedures and moving the emphasis away from the conventional trial in favour of proportional procedures tailored to the needs of the particular case. The balance between procedure and access struck by our justice system must come to reflect modern reality and recognize that new models of adjudication can be fair and just.24

There was apparently no argument that the new procedure offended litigants’ due process rights to a judicial determination in accordance with fundamental justice under the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Section 7 of the Charter provides that "Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of the person and the right not to be deprived thereof except in accordance with the principles of fundamental justice."25 This section has been held to apply to matters beyond the criminal law26 and to protect the right to a fair hearing “in the interests of justice.”27 To date the courts have found the only procedural implication of this right in civil matters to be that a litigant must be given “an adequate opportunity to adequately state his case”28 which may involve offering oral evidence especially when credibility is an issue, or alternatively “the opportunity to present his or her case effectively”, which may involve state provision of legal representation.29

Some superior courts in Canada have approached the problem of providing expeditious and accessible resolution of legal claims starting from the ADR point of view. Courts in Alberta and Nova Scotia have adopted “hybrid” procedures in which judicial settlement conferencing is followed by binding determination by the judge if necessary.30 The Court of Appeal of Alberta has expressed similar sentiments to those in Hryniak while rejecting a challenge to the judicial dispute resolution program in the Court of Queen’s Bench:

24 Hryniak v Mauldin, 2014 SCC 7 at paras 1, 2.
27 Ibid at para 120.
30 In Alberta there must be a prior contractual agreement between the parties to accept the judge’s decision in the absence of a consensual settlement: J W Abernethy Management & Consulting Ltd v 705589 Alberta Ltd and Trillium Homes Ltd, 2005 ABCA 103; and this appears to also be the case in Nova Scotia: Forrest v Forrest, 2013 NSCA 15; Reece v Reece, 2013 NSSC 33.
[33] The appellants’ view of JDR fails to recognize that judicial functions and processes must evolve to meet societal needs, in order to maintain confidence in and respect for the justice system. In Canada and elsewhere reports on the justice system have revealed concerns about inadequate access to justice because of the cost and time it takes to settle disputes in the courts. …

[35] Queen’s Bench has endorsed a multi-door approach by incorporating voluntary judicially facilitated settlement into its court processes. The move has been embraced by litigants, who “want to tell their story to a judge and hear a judge’s opinion” in a setting less intimidating than a witness stand, and in a process less costly and time-consuming than a trial. See Promoting Early Resolution at paras. 179, 180. The immense popularity of JDR and its positive impact on access to justice strongly suggest the process should not be jettisoned because some litigants, lawyers and even judges disagree with particular JDR procedures.\footnote{J W Abernethy Management & Consulting Ltd v 705589 Alberta Ltd and Trillium Homes Ltd, 2005 ABCA 103, para 33, 35. For research that demonstrates the demand for judicial dispute resolution in Canada see John D Rooke, The Multi-Door Courthouse is Open in Alberta: Judicial Dispute Resolution is Institutionalized in the Court of Queen’s Bench (LLM Thesis, University of Alberta Faculty of Law, 2010), online: <https://era.library.ualberta.ca/items/8f8a29e5-c9ec-4067-b57f-1162eb6055f6> [Rooke, Multi-Door].}

The positive attitude of some of the highest courts in Canada towards procedural innovation should be welcomed and built upon by courts throughout the country.\footnote{A judge of the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal, considering an appeal from the results of a binding settlement conference, remarked: “Courts recognize the importance of encouraging settlement and settlement oriented dispute resolution processes. Litigation is expensive and uncertain. It exhausts the resources of the parties and taxes those of the public who provide judges, courts and support staff. Less formal alternatives to trials should not be lightly cast aside. In this case, there were not extensive resources to fight about or with. Settlement was a sensible option. Mr. and Ms. Forrest were not required to agree to an alternative process, but on the facts before me, they were wise to do so.” Forrest v Forrest, 2013 NSCA 15, para 22.} The delay and expense associated with the preliminaries in civil litigation arising from an assumption that an oral trial will follow can and should be reduced. Summary procedures with alternative methods of fact-finding point the way. The proposal advanced here builds on the initiatives discussed above to streamline traditional adjudication while integrating ADR processes for the consensual resolution of disputes. Accessible dispute resolution should facilitate settlement if possible, but provide final determination if it is not. It should be noted that this proposal is designed for cases entering the superior courts and is not intended to replace other initiatives to provide proportional justice, such as small claims courts.

B. Why “Judicial”?  
Courts, through providing access to justice, promise to bring law to bear on recalcitrant parties through the exercise of their authority while striving to treat parties with equal respect and attention. Litigants thus may seek both practical and symbolic recourse from judges to redress the economic and psychological
harm they may have suffered through maltreatment by the opposing party. It is now well accepted that by providing the experience of procedural justice a decision maker may vindicate a disputant’s dignity and feelings of self-respect even while declining to accept their claims.\textsuperscript{33} Increasingly, judges have become aware of the importance of this finding and what is sometimes called the experience of “procedural fairness.”\textsuperscript{34} Judges and courts are now encouraged to monitor and improve their provision of procedural justice.\textsuperscript{35}

Research has found that being treated with respect and understanding may be the most important component of the experience of procedural justice,\textsuperscript{36} and that procedural justice is more appreciated when it is supplied by a powerful, high ranking authority.\textsuperscript{37} Judges who provide procedural fairness, therefore, are in a unique position to satisfy litigants’ yearning for respectful treatment while advancing their claims. ADR processes such as mediation conducted by non-judge neutrals, even when court-connected, have been criticized for their weakness in providing procedural justice.\textsuperscript{38} Thus, judges may have an advantage in securing both substantive and procedural justice for litigants if the obstacles of litigation complexity and cost are not too great.

Judges are the “face of justice” for most people just as court is the “place of justice.” Countless studies have confirmed that for most litigants, speaking to a judge whether in a courtroom or a conference room satisfies their need for “a day in court.”\textsuperscript{39} Procedural justice studies provide an explanation for this observation. Interpersonal or relational effects are important in people’s perceptions of whether legal processes in which they are involved are fair and just. Litigants want confirmation that they are being treated with respect as members of society and not as unworthy complainers or mere troublemakers. Judges are best placed to provide this social validation. Retired judges and mediators may well be respected by disputing parties but they do not have the same mantle of authority as sitting judges who

\textsuperscript{33} This finding stems from the work of Tom R Tyler and his associates. See, for instance, E Allan Lind & Tom R Tyler, \textit{The Social Psychology of Procedural Justice} (Dordrecht: Springer, 1988).


\textsuperscript{38} Nancy A Welsh, “Making Deals in Court-Connected Mediation: What’s Justice Got to Do With It” (2001) 79 Wash ULQ 787.

personify the justice system in the eyes of litigants. Courts and their judges are well suited to satisfy parties’ craving for justice through the social sanctions of law and fair legal process. As Brazil puts it:

More subtly, clients whose cases are resolved by private negotiations can have no sense that a societal process solved their problem. They cannot feel that society set up machinery that they were able to use to repair a social tear. It is arguable that every time a dispute is resolved solely through private negotiations we have lost an opportunity to use the dispute resolution process as a means to help people feel more connected to and respectful of our society.

Former magistrate judge Brazil was discussing early neutral evaluation and court-referred arbitration in addition to judicial settlement conferences when making these remarks. However, he noted that judicial involvement in settlement was a favored process and had the effect of encouraging the consideration of social values in addition to private interests. While use of arbitration has declined significantly, judicial settlement conferencing has remained a highly sought after process in the California court to which Brazil was attached such that today it is “rationed” with cases involving self-represented parties given priority of access to it.

Scholars of access to justice in the Netherlands have expressed a similar view to that of Brazil. They make the point that

In an earlier paper, we showed how letting disputants agree on a procedure can be difficult (Barendrecht and De Vries 2006). Landes and Posner called this the “submission problem” in the context of letting the disputants choosing a private judge (Landes and Posner 1979). … A transaction aimed at solving the dispute through mutually agreed upon methods poses a bargaining problem. … If the parties fail to agree on a dispute resolution procedure, they may resort to other means of meeting their interests, including violence, or other abuses of power. …

---

40 Galanter identified fourteen possible “qualitative” advantages of judicial involvement in dispute resolution including attribution of greater finality by the parties, “greater permeation by legal norms”, moderation of lawyers’ competitive style of negotiating, and greater perceived fairness by parties; Marc Galanter, “… A Settlement Judge, not a Trial Judge”: Judicial Mediation in the United States” (1985) 12 J L & Soc’y 1, 11-12 [Galanter, “Settlement Judge”]. See also Marc Galanter, “The Emergence of the Judge as a Mediator in Civil Cases” (1986) 69 Judicature 257.


So from the perspective of transaction costs, giving people access to justice by allowing them to address a court seems to be a well founded policy. It lowers their transaction costs. Courts offer a valuable service that the parties cannot agree on themselves.\textsuperscript{43}

In a study of the comparative value of social investment in legal aid, accessible courts or public legal education one of these researchers concluded

A judge without a lawyer is worth more than a lawyer without a judge, because many people will settle in the shadow of a court intervention. Moreover, the loss in outcomes by unrepresented litigants seems to be lower than the loss in outcomes by people who have to settle without a credible threat of judicial determination.\textsuperscript{44}

Judges bring many practical skills and abilities to bear on the process of dispute resolution by virtue of their backgrounds and experience. These include:

- Legal knowledge gained through a substantial professional career
- Experience weighing and evaluating evidence and arguments
- Habit of impartiality and objectivity in dealing with competing positions
- Knowledge of litigation process and procedures
- Knowledge of local judicial attitudes and approaches\textsuperscript{45}

Landerkin and Pirie describe the unique advantages of judges acting as dispute resolvers in these terms:

All judges will have an enormous amount of experience as adults living within their communities; through their own personal educational background, including post graduate training in law; profound skills learned at the bar as lawyers and counsel; knowledge of and being bound by ethical standards both in the legal profession and now as a judge, such standards being enforced in each case by sanction; and by actual judicial experience as decision-maker on the bench. The knowledge gained from a lifetime of experience, must, by law, sit idle at trial, following the rule of judicial notice. Absent knowledge of a notorious fact in the community, the adversarial adjudicative model leaves it to the parties


\textsuperscript{44} Ibid at 16.

\textsuperscript{45} Landerkin lists seven advantages of judges who act in a mediatory role including appreciation of “the necessity of balancing between disputants” and that “a judge understands better than most the limitations on people in terms of time, money, and emotion.”; Hugh F Landerkin, “Custody Disputes in the Provincial Court of Alberta: A New Judicial Dispute Resolution Model” (1996) 35 Alta L Rev 627, 674. Wade suggests seventeen advantages judges may have over private mediators: John Wade, “Judicial Mediation and Competition for Clients and Government Funding among Dispute Resolution Providers” (2013) (Paper presented at Canadian Conference of Judicial Mediation Second General Assembly, Calgary, June 20-21, 2013) [unpublished, copy on file with the author].
to inform the trial judge of the issues, evidence and arguments. In the adversarial model, the trial judge sits above the well of the court and does not use this vast human experience, except to make credibility findings and in pronouncing judgment. With JDR there will be opportunities to take this vast store of knowledge off the judicial shelf and use it more fully in dialogue with the parties and counsel, as issues are explored and potential outcomes considered. Indeed, tapping into this judicial resource in the context of a settlement conference, mini-trial or other interaction focused on dispute resolution seems to be an important and unique benefit associated with JDR.\footnote{Hugh F Landerkin & Andrew J Pirie, “Judges as Mediators: What’s the Problem with Judicial Dispute Resolution in Canada?” (2003) 82 Can Bar Rev 249, 293.}


Judges are thus uniquely positioned to be able to provide both procedural and substantive justice to litigants.\footnote{Epp found while investigating pre-trials in the Saskatchewan Court of Queen’s Bench that “During a settlement pre-trial conference most judges will take an active role in ensuring that the settlement is fair. The majority of the respondents never ‘allow settlements that might be, or are, unfair.’ The reason most often given was that allowing such settlements was ‘improper.’”; John Arnold Epp, “Saskatchewan Pre-Trials: An Empirical Record and Proposed Amendments” (1991) 55 Sask L Rev 43, 61.} As Brazil argues, the involvement of a judge in cases that settle is also in the public interest:

There is no "public" involvement in or influence over settlements that are reached as a result of negotiations in which only private litigants are involved. In a judicially hosted settlement conference, by contrast, there is at least an opportunity for a judge or magistrate to make dispassionate contributions to the analysis of the parties’ situations and to
encourage the litigants to consider social values and the implications for others of their settlement decisions.\textsuperscript{49}

Wissler found that the American lawyers she surveyed generally preferred mediation with a non-judge neutral (typically a lawyer or retired judge) to settlement conferencing with a sitting judge, even if they were not assigned to try the case.\textsuperscript{50} Lawyers were concerned about the decision-making power of a judge, and the possibility of “leakage” of information from the settlement judge to the trial judge. However, the proposal advanced here does not envision significant decision-making at the first settlement-oriented phase of the dispute resolution process, and the author is confident that Canadian judges will preserve the confidentiality of that step as required by the proposed rules. Wissler further notes that litigants may have different priorities than lawyers, and accordingly could evaluate the settlement processes differently. Relis has indeed found that litigants put more emphasis on “non-fiscal, extra-legal objectives” including concerns for “dignity and respect after the injury, inability to be heard, refusal to listen, dismissal and victim blaming.”\textsuperscript{51} For the reasons given above judges may be better able to satisfy parties’ needs through providing the experience of procedural justice.

For all of these reasons, access to justice today crucially requires access to judges.

C. Why “Dispute”?

The disputing paradigm was introduced to the legal system by Frank Sander and other pioneers of ADR. It challenged lawyers and judges to look beyond their case files and court records to see the wider social context in which litigation exists. Viewed in this way, civil lawsuits represent just the tiny minority of the innumerable conflicts in society which are voiced, become disputes, and then are brought to the courts. Many interpersonal and social processes and influences contribute to this “escalation” of disputes into litigation. For a small fraction of this minority of disputes which enter the courts the deciding factor may be “principle”: the need to publicly affirm or establish a legal right or obligation which can serve as a precedent. For many disputes which become lawsuits a need is felt to obtain the leverage of the court to bring an opposing party who has rejected or ignored a claim for redress to the negotiating table. The ability for anyone to commence a legal claim is a hallmark of an accessible justice system under the rule of law. Then, once a lawsuit has begun, a credible threat to take it all the way to trial has long been recognized as giving significant leverage to a disputing party.\textsuperscript{52} However, an under-resourced (and perhaps unrepresented) litigant, whether in terms of knowledge, experience, or finances (a “have not” or a “one-

\textsuperscript{49} Brazil, “A Close Look”, \textit{supra} note 41 at 317-18.
\textsuperscript{52} See for instance, Philip J Hermann, \textit{Better Settlements through Leverage} (Rochester, NY: Aqueduct Books, 1965); Engel and Steele note that “Once a civil lawsuit is filed, the intricacies of pretrial procedure provide a new framework for negotiation, which is partially supervised by the court. Pretrial motions, discovery, and pretrial conferences provide strategic information as well as leverage in the negotiations, and cases are frequently settled at each of these points.” David M Engel & Eric H Steele, “Civil Cases and Society: Process and Order in the Civil Justice System” (1979) 1979 Am B Found Res J 295 at 309.
shotter” in the well-known terminology) will find it difficult to convince a more empowered party to take such a threat seriously. Thus, to the extent that traditional civil litigation procedure leading to trial is complex, costly, and time consuming the leverage of willingness to take the opponent “to the mat” may be distinctly unbalanced. Such circumstances are fertile ground for coercive negotiation and unfair bargains far from the “shadow of the law,” or simply “lumping it” without further legal recourse.\footnote{Steinberg found in her research that “While settlement is promoted across the civil spectrum, and often can be in the parties’ best interests it reliably produces pernicious results for unrepresented litigants—particularly those who must negotiate with an attorney.” [notes omitted]: Jessica K Steinberg, “A Theory of Civil Problem-Solving Courts” (2018) 93 NYU L Rev 1579 at 1599.} Further, it has been found that many members of the public are unaware that today most cases settle before trial in any event.\footnote{Galanter, “Decline of Trials,” supra note 9 citing Marc Galanter & Thomas Palay, Tournament of Lawyers: The Transformation of the Big Law Firm (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991).} Thus, if they become litigants they are not in a good position to discount a threat of trial from opposing parties.

Marc Galanter famously coined the word “litigotiation” to describe civil litigation as a process of negotiation in the “shadow of the law” (another apt coined phrase).\footnote{Galanter, “Settlement Judge” supra note 40.} It is well to remember that the very rule of law itself is of particular benefit to plaintiffs who wish to bring powerful parties to account. Only a court has the power to require a party to answer for their actions in a public forum and to judge its legality. This is the “bargaining chip” which a lawsuit places in the hands of the plaintiff, and plaintiffs most often wish to use it to resolve their disputes as quickly and cheaply as possible. As discussed above, this may involve “a trial if necessary, but not necessarily a trial” as the saying goes. It is in this sense that the noted “Agent Orange” judge Jack Weinstein described the law as the protector of the powerless in society.\footnote{See for instance Jack Weinstein, “The Role of Judges in a Government of, by, and for the People: Notes for the Fifty-Eighth Cardozo Lecture” (2008) 30 Cardozo L Rev 1, where he writes: “… the role of government - and the law - is in lending a hand to those who need it.” at 149. Elnegahy notes the role of the formal justice system in “protecting the weak against the strong and achieving equal treatment and equalizing the power of the disputing parties.” Elnegahy, supra note 16 at 767.}

But there is a downside to the strategic decision to convert a dispute into a lawsuit. In doing so, a party must find a way to fit their dispute into the framework of the law. In some cases it may simply not be justiciable and in many others the real nature of the dispute will be accommodated only roughly within a legal claim. Rights asserted may be overbroad in relation to felt needs and available remedies may be insufficient to undo harms experienced. Both difficulties may be exploited by the opposing party within the legal context and at the negotiating table.

Alternative dispute resolution scholars and practitioners have identified the problem of the lack of “fit” between disputes and litigation through use of the concept of “interests.” As is now well known this term describes people’s needs and concerns which should be taken into account and satisfied to the extent possible in processes of dispute resolution. Interests are not unknown to the law; they are recognized in the somewhat vague term “the public interest” and the marginally more specific one of “the best interests of the child.” Outside of these limited instances, civil litigation is not formally concerned with advancing people’s interests, but only protecting legal rights and enforcing legal obligations. Nevertheless, the legal
system should not simply ignore the disputing paradigm with all its ramifications. A way must be found to make the process of “litigotiation,” with the aim of satisfying parties’ interests, both more just and more efficient.

There have been a number of attempts to make the concept of interests more understandable within, and adaptable to, the litigation context. One approach involves categorization of the nature of interests as substantive, procedural and psychological. Substantive interests accord most closely to the concrete results which litigation may yield such as damages or injunctions. Procedural interests concern the manner in which litigants are treated by the legal system and psychological interests involve needs related to people’s personalities and behavioral systems. The former interests may be more easily accommodated within legal processes than the latter. Another way of looking at interests is to consider how they relate to the litigotiation process. From this perspective there may be barriers to agreement stemming from misinformation or misconceptions that legal processes may address in order to assist with settlement. The primary interests being addressed in this case are the need to reach resolution as fairly and expeditiously as possible.

The legal system cannot afford to turn a blind eye to the disputing paradigm which is now well established in society. Courts and judges must find a way to support and assist the litigotiation process so that it is fair, just and satisfies litigants’ interests to the extent possible within the law.

D. Why “Resolution”?

In the vast majority of situations, when a disputant commences a lawsuit they are not seeking a trial. Rather they are looking for a fair resolution to the dispute with the help of the court – they are looking for finality. Justice Abella put it this way while serving on the Court of Appeal for Ontario:

The legal profession is taught that justice is procedural, which it partly is, and yet the public it serves procedurally wants justice of a more substantive kind. Getting there may be half the fun, but not if you are paying. Being there is what the public is interested in, being where the complaint can be resolved, and being heard there as soon as possible. Period. And if you can win too, so much the better.

The ADR movement introduced the concept of resolution to the courts which were previously only concerned with adjudication. In association with the concept of dispute, the idea of resolution expanded the horizon of possible outcomes beyond the traditional remedies offered by law. While disputing expanded the range of issues beyond legal rights and obligations, resolution expanded the horizon of results which might be attained. The predominant ADR process of mediation allows consideration of

---

58 There have been many attempts to conceptualize human conflict within legal contexts. One, adopted by Jeffrey Z Rubin consists of a triangle of conflict with “three Es” as its sides: Emotion, Environment, and Economy: Jeffrey Z Rubin as quoted in Elnegahy, *supra* note 16 at 771.
59 One scholar describes this as promoting “creative justice” through inviting the parties “to act creatively in crafting an outcome that presents their own sense of justice;” Elnegahy, *supra* note 16 at 770.
interests and creative solutions, but it rests on consensual settlement. Today all Canadian courts acknowledge and accept ADR processes such as mediation as appropriate alternatives to judicial determination, and some courts such as those in Saskatchewan provide the services of mediators. Nevertheless, resolution of lawsuits in this manner depends upon agreement being reached between the parties, and the fairness or quality of the resulting settlements are not monitored by the courts except in some family law matters.

A dispute resolution process provided by courts should be flexible enough to encompass solutions and remedies that could not be offered in traditional civil litigation, but effective enough to ensure that disputes are ended with the sanction of the law to back that up. As Wayne Brazil has noted, plaintiffs who are relatively powerless, especially those without lawyers, are often abandoned in a complex and lengthy pre-trial process. Many simply give up. Brazil suggests that the court owes all parties a duty to assist with the progress of a lawsuit to the point that resolution can be achieved. It is not enough for the court to be open to all, it must also do what it can to make the process of dispute resolution practically available to all. Judges need the ability to provide finality to disputing parties within a process that respects their interests as well as legal rights and obligations, without putting onerous procedural obstacles in the way. Canadian courts that have experimented with “binding judicial dispute resolution” or “binding settlement conferencing” show the way to achieving this goal.61

E. Why “Procedure”?

The ADR movement has always valued “informality” which is often considered to include flexibility in process and an absence of procedural rules.62 The benefits of flexibility in conducting mediation, for instance, are undeniable. They allow a mediator to “go with the flow” of the parties’ discussions and negotiations in a way that complements rather than constrains them. Although some structure is usually advised in ADR processes,63 there is no agreement on optimum formats, and process steps are often chosen according to the personal preferences of the individual neutral. Ensuring process fairness and procedural justice in ADR processes outside the courts is therefore largely a matter of personal and professional ethics.

When dispute resolution is brought into the courts, however, other concerns are raised and constraints imposed. Courts and judges have duties to the law and the public which transcend the professional ethics of the individual judge. The administration of justice must be, and be seen to be, impartial and independent. Procedural rules in civil litigation and trial procedure exist in part to demonstrate that these values are being upheld, and thus help to secure respect for the legal system as a whole. Judges engaging in dispute resolution must be backed up by a minimum structure of procedural rules that do not stymie

61 In the case J W Abernethy Management & Consulting Ltd v 705589 Alberta Ltd and Trillium Homes Ltd, 2005 ABCA 103, the Alberta Court of Appeal approved a process whereby litigants might contractually agree to accept the decision of a judge on matters remaining in issue after conducting a settlement conference.

62 The emphasis on informality stems from the “community justice” strand of the ADR movement. For its influence on courts see Brazil, “Informalism”, supra note 14.

appropriate judicial actions, but which guarantee the public will accept that the judiciary as an institution is free from doubt or suspicion.\textsuperscript{64}

The implementation of dispute resolution by judges within the courts began on an \textit{ad hoc} basis but has gradually gained both wide acceptance and a formal place within the rules of procedure of many courts in Canada. Nevertheless, many of these rules regarding judicial dispute resolution remain overly broad and in many cases lack guidance for litigants of what to expect.\textsuperscript{65} In Alberta, for instance, the procedure to be followed in a judicial dispute resolution conference is left up to negotiation between the judge, counsel and parties.\textsuperscript{66} Alberta judges have resorted to indicating their personal procedural preferences which are published and provide some basis for selection of a particular judge when available. Arguably, this “personalizes” the administration of justice in a way that might be seen by some as incompatible with the rule of law.\textsuperscript{67}

It is time for sufficient, but not complex, procedural rules to be adopted by Canadian courts for processes of judicial dispute resolution.\textsuperscript{68} Achieving consensus on these rules may be difficult but the effort is warranted by the goal – fully integrating the benefits of less formal ADR processes within the legal system in a way that benefits both litigants and courts.\textsuperscript{69}

\section*{F. Case Selection}

Selection criteria for court-connected ADR have been debated and disputed ever since Frank Sander suggested a “screening clerk” within the court who would direct cases to the appropriate resolution process. Case by case “triage” has not seemed practical although it seems to have been briefly tried in

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{64} Landerkin and Pirie anticipated the need for innovative procedures when judges were called on to act as mediators: “For example, procedural worries about judges stepping down from the bench into the mire of actual negotiations could be eliminated by mediating from the bench or other appropriate judicial venues, developing protocols which duly honour the office of judge in a mediation, mediating on the record, or, as in court, insisting on lawyer and party behaviours that raise the level of these negotiations to one that all participants can be proud of and respect.”; Landerkin & Pirie at 261.
\item \textsuperscript{65} They also agreed with Stempel’s opinion to the effect that “streamlined mini adjudications” or ‘focus points’ hold greater potential for effecting judicial improvements than the settlement brokering or broad brush resolutions of large scale claims that seem to comprise so much of the judiciary's ADR efforts.” (Referring to J Stempel, "Reflections on Judicial ADR and the Multi-Door Court House at Twenty: Fait Accompli, Failed Overture or Fledgling Adulthood?" (1996) 11 Ohio St J Disp Res 297.; Landerkin & Pirie at 279.
\item \textsuperscript{66} This situation is not limited to Canada. See John C Cratsley, “Judges and Settlement: So Little Regulation With So Much at Stake” (2011) 17 Disp Resol Mag 4.
\item \textsuperscript{67} Justice Graesser of the Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench has noted differences in the typical “style” of JDRs between those conducted in Edmonton and those in Calgary; Robert A Graesser, “Comparison between Judicial Settlement Activities and Those of Private ADR Professionals” (2010) [unpublished, on file with the author]. Associate Chief Justice Rooke notes that JDRs in Alberta can encompass a range of processes from “mini-trial” to a form of arbitration in a “binding JDR”; Rooke, \textit{supra} note 31 at 21.
\item \textsuperscript{68} This is one of the key recommendations made in a report prepared by the Ontario Bar Association, \textit{supra} note 17.
\item \textsuperscript{69} Menkel-Meadow worries that court-connected dispute resolution processes which she terms “semi-formal” in procedural terms are the “most problematic” with regard to appropriate regulation of such matters as “transparency, confidentiality or publicity, fairness, ethics, conflicts of interests, disclosures …”; Carrie Menkel-Meadow, “Regulation of Dispute Resolution in the United States of America: From the Formal to the Informal to the ‘Semi-formal’” in Steffek et al, eds, \textit{Regulating Dispute Resolution: ADR and Access to Justice at the Crossroads} (Oxford, UK: Hart, 2013) 419 at 448-449.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
Ontario during a pilot project. "Categorial" referral of cases based on areas of law implicated in them has been popular, especially for family law matters. Mandatory referral of all cases has also had some support, but also vigorous opposition. Referral by consent at either the instigation of the court or the parties’ request is an easy way out. Despite continuing research, the superior effectiveness of any of these selection strategies has not been demonstrated, and consensus has not emerged.

I suggest that the goal of realizing the potential of ADR to increase access to justice should inform selection criteria. Based on that perspective the selection criteria for the judicial dispute resolution procedure proposed here should be based on parties’ needs for assistance in navigating the civil litigation system in search of a fair result. That primary criterion would seem to lead to a focus on litigants without lawyers. In the United States Federal Court for the Northern District of California (formerly home to noted Magistrate Judge Wayne Brazil) this criterion has been adopted to assist with referral amongst ADR processes offered by the Court through its “multi-option” program. Parties without lawyers are given priority in judicially-hosted settlement conferences.

Applying the primary criterion of need for judicial intervention leads me to suggest the following scheme of priority selection, starting with mandatory referral:

---


71 One scholar notes “At the very least, with JDR there is a basic insurance that the process of negotiation is fair to all and that the settlement reached does not go against the basic rights of all parties. This is especially relevant in light of the increasing number of litigants who go to court without legal representation and therefore without clear knowledge of their rights or the law in general. For these parties, costs and time are often real considerations which would motivate them to settle. If the courts are trying to ensure access to justice to all, and provide a public service to society, it would seem useful and relevant to offer JDR services, which may allow parties to settle their dispute, saving time and money in doing so, but also to feel comforted by the fact that a judge oversaw the settlement discussions and the agreement reached.”; Alexandra Otis, *Judicial Dispute Resolution in Commonwealth Jurisdictions: Comparing the Evolving Judicial Role in Canada, Singapore and Australia* (LLM Thesis, National University of Singapore, 2006), online: <https://scholarbank.nus.edu.sg/bitstream/10635/15179/1/Final%20Version%20LLM%20Thesis%202016%20May%202006.pdf> at 135 [footnote omitted].

72 In Canada there appear to be divergent views on the appropriateness of judge-led settlement procedures for litigants without lawyers. The Quebec Court of Appeal originally allowed such parties to access its mediation service, but has now apparently reversed that policy; Court of Appeal of Quebec, *Court of Appeal of Quebec Mediation Service Program*, (Fact Sheet) (Toronto: Canadian Forum on Civil Justice, 1998), online: Canadian Forum on Civil Justice <http://www.cfjc-fjc.org/inventory-of-reforms/court-appeal-quebec-mediation-service-program>. In Alberta, some Calgary judges will hear unrepresented parties in JDR proceedings, and some will not, see Court of Queen’s Bench of Alberta, *Judicial Assignments*, online: Alberta Courts <https://albertacourts.ca/qb/court-operations-schedules/judicial-assignments>. See also Marguerite Trussler, “A Judicial View on Self-Represented Litigants” (2001) 19 Can Fam L Q 547.
Cases where all parties are without lawyers would be required automatically to proceed through the summary judicial dispute resolution procedure [SJDRP];

Cases in which at least one party is without a lawyer would be eligible for SJDRP at the request of that party; once requested the case would be required to proceed in SJDRP;

Cases in which at least one party is without a lawyer would be eligible for SJDRP at the request of a represented party; leave would have to sought from a judge to refer the case and if the judge agreed the procedure would be useful the case would proceed in SJDRP;

Cases in which no party is without a lawyer and all parties consented would be referred to SJDRP with leave of a judge;

Cases in which no party is without a lawyer and one or more parties objected would be eligible for a party to apply to a judge for referral to SJDRP and that party would be required to show why the procedure would be especially effective or appropriate for the case.

The intent of this prioritization scheme for selection is to provide judicial assistance in those cases where it is expected to be most useful in reaching a fair and economical result. As Rankin suggests, traditional litigation culminating in trial presents judges with difficult issues of maintaining impartiality and decorum while assisting litigants without lawyers. The summary procedure advocated here would lessen that burden on the judiciary.

G. Process Overview

The suggested Summary Judicial Dispute Resolution Procedure [SJRDP] would feature two principal steps: Early Judicial Intervention [EJI] and Judicial Dispute Resolution [JDR]. They are intended to work together to promote the resolution of lawsuits in a timely and cost-effective manner while incorporating consideration of the parties’ interests as well as their legal rights and obligations.

The constitutionality of this selection process might be questioned, but given the flexibility afforded by Section 7 of the Charter as discussed above, and the special demands on courts made by unrepresented litigants it is submitted that any such challenge would fail.

The Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench has taken a different approach when forced to “ration” judicial dispute resolution services by prioritizing family law matters. See Court of Queen’s Bench of Alberta, Notice to the Profession NP#2013-01, “Mandatory Dispute Resolution Requirement Before Entry for Trial” (12 February 2013). Because many family matters are conducted by litigants without lawyers, the practical effect of the selection criteria proposed here would not be that different.


Sinai and Alberstein describe this as a “dual-concern model” of dispute resolution: “It reflects the intersection between the legal world and the world of conflict resolution. The model represents the link between the legal world (including challenges to the idea of mechanical formalistic jurisprudence) and the conflict resolution world (including challenges to
EJI would function as a combined procedural and settlement conference, incorporating features of traditional pre-trial management together with elements of early neutral evaluation. The combination of case management with settlement discussions has been criticized as blurring the focus of conferences and adding uncertainty for the parties. Nevertheless, attempts at settlement are encouraged by Canadian courts as part of existing pre-trial conferences. I argue that such a combination of purposes is warranted for the parties who will most likely be engaged in SJDRP. Litigants without lawyers especially need guidance concerning the law and procedures to be followed in pursuing their claims. The opportunity to provide this at an early stage in proceedings leads easily into a consideration of how those litigants expect to establish their claims and analysis of the legal and factual strengths and weaknesses revealed in such discussions. EJI should provide litigants both with a roadmap of the legal route they must take, and the risks and perils of the journey. It should also allow a judge to inquire into the needs and concerns which drive litigants so as to contribute wise and impartial assistance to any negotiations in which the parties’ might wish to engage. Flatters describes such a process in these terms:

As a facilitator, the judge can assist the parties in focusing on interests in relation to legal rights, the theory of the case, the relief sought, narrowing the issues in dispute, and giving, in particular, a basis on which to evaluate the impartial judicial evaluation/opinion against their own position. Each opinion and evaluation gives a realistic view and risk management

---


78 See for instance the remarks of the Court in Babich v Babich, 2017 SKCA 48.

79 See Ontario Bar Association, supra note 17 at 21-22.

80 One experienced Alberta JDR practitioner describes his intervention at this stage as follows: “Generally, I will provide a risk analysis, but with some comment as to where I see the risks and give a range of probabilities, qualified by the limited scope of the information before me and the time to spend with it. I will also invite the parties to question me on my analysis, which I think is one of the most valuable things that can be done for them at this stage.” Robert A Graesser, “Judicial Dispute Resolution, Alberta Style” (2016) (Paper presented at Canadian Institute for the Administration of Justice, Forum on Mediation, Toronto, 29-30 April 2016), online: Canadian Institute for the Administration of Justice <https://ciaj-icaj.ca/wp-content/uploads/documents/2016/05/m5.pdf?id=7733> [Graesser, “JDR Alberta Style”] at 6.

81 One American settlement judge observes that early intervention and evaluation may allow the parties to design a “settlement methodology” to be implemented after a judicial opinion is provided: Judge McCarthy as quoted in Steven J Miller, “Judicial Mediation: Two Judges’ Philosophies” (2012) 38 Litig 31 at 32.
appraisal of what a party may expect if the case proceeds to trial. The opinion of the judge is not binding, but the fact that it is the judge who is giving that opinion lends weight to the impartial opinion and evaluation that may bring about a settlement. It remains privileged, as does any draft proposed resolution that may be reached and not subsequently confirmed on the record or by order. The party can then make an informed decision as to whether to accept the impartial resolution and hence remain responsible for decision making. However, this work must be done with the judge still mindful of his or her role not only as a dispute resolver but as the bearer of societal normative norms and values whether this is in the public court setting or a settlement conference.\textsuperscript{82}

Similarly, Roberge describes the judicial role in settlement as that of a “justice facilitator” who “develops a relationship of cooperation and trust between the parties to orient negotiations towards a fair solution that will generate a feeling of justice.”\textsuperscript{83} However, the SJDRP differs from Roberge’s vision of a purely facilitative role for judges that is well established in the courts of Quebec.\textsuperscript{84} Although a judge in the first EJI phase of the process might adopt a predominantly facilitative role, the judge at the second resolution stage will be required to be evaluative in providing a provisional judgment, and in approving any consensual agreements.

Associate Chief Justice Rooke of the Court of Queen’s Bench of Alberta argues against early judicial intervention because of the “95%/5% principle” according to which 95% of all actions will terminate in any event before becoming ready for trial with little action required by the court.\textsuperscript{85} This position seems to assume that the great majority of cases are resolved by fair settlements “in the shadow of the law” rather than “in the shadow of penury or oppression.” We simply do not know, and should not assume this. Former California Magistrate Judge Brazil takes a different view and suggests that the courts fail many less powerful or wealthy parties and those without lawyers whose claims are never considered on their merits. Their lawsuits are ripe for the imposition of imprudent settlement terms or dismissal for want of prosecution. Brazil counsels the courts to be proactive: “such litigants [the ‘have-nots’] might be more inclined to try to use the judicial system if they - and their prospective counsel - could see that, relatively early in the pretrial period, the court would provide them - at little or no cost - a meaningful opportunity to address the merits of their dispute directly with the other parties and to try, with the aid of an experienced

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{Rooke, \textit{supra} note 31 at 25-26.}
\end{footnotes}
neutral, to forge a settlement. 86 The author suggests the latter approach is more realistic and urges early judicial intervention accordingly. 87

Most scholars of judicial dispute resolution argue that a judge who engages in separate private settlement discussions with the parties should not continue to make a binding determination in the case if that becomes necessary. 88 Such a policy contributes to protecting the impartiality of the trial judge and encourages litigants to be forthcoming to the settlement judge during confidential caucuses. This ethical principle should form a key part of the proposed procedure.

The second, JDR phase, of the procedure would be conducted as a less formal hearing than a traditional trial, drawing on elements of summary trial procedure combined with aspects of judicial dispute resolution as currently practiced in some Canadian courts. 89 The intent would be to allow the parties to attempt to establish their legal claims and defences without the procedural formality of a traditional trial and with the assistance of a more active, facilitative judge. Nevertheless, the hearing should be held in open court so that judges may be observed as contributing to improved access to justice for individuals by providing a fair and expeditious dispute resolution procedure. 90 Current practice of judicial dispute resolution

87 The Court of Queen’s Bench of Alberta has recently started a pilot project for early judicial intervention in family law matters that includes the promotion of settlement. See Court of Queen’s Bench of Alberta, Notice to the Profession and Public, “Mandatory Early Intervention Case Conference Pilot Project for Family Law Matters” NP#2016-08 (2016). In the Northwest Territory “judicial mediation” occurs at an early stage after the close of pleadings; Supreme Court of the Northwest Territories, “Judicial Settlement Conferences (Judicial Mediation)” (2018) (Pamphlet) (Yellowknife: Supreme Court of the Northwest Territories, 2018), online: Northwest Territories Courts <https://www.nwtcourts.ca/courts/PDF/judicial-mediation.pdf>.
89 The Supreme Court of Nova Scotia conducts “binding settlement conferences” using a procedure discussed by one Judge as follows:
[2] My practice, followed in this case, is to discuss with the parties and their counsel (before commencing the task) certain concerns or restrictions that are inherent in the conduct of a binding settlement conference. This includes a discussion of possible roadblocks to an appeal of my decision, problems associated with the holding of ‘caucus’ sessions with the parties, restrictions on my ability to express an opinion on each of the issues as they are discussed and the fact that I will learn about compromises that each party is willing to make for settlement purposes which should not be disclosed to a Trial Judge even though I must after impasse adjudicate the issues if they are not agreed. After these potential shortcomings were raised on the record, I gave the parties an opportunity to speak privately with their counsel before confirming their willingness to proceed (which they did).
[3] The process is that I conduct a regular settlement conference with the hope of finding a settlement between the parties. When and if that fails, I utilize the authority given to me by the parties to impose on them a settlement of the issues as if I had conducted a trial relying on the affidavit evidence and the discussion held at the settlement conference to shape my decision.
Reece v Reece, 2013 NSSC 33, para 2, 3.
90 The author agrees with Resnik’s view of the value of openness in courts: “Judges gain legitimacy from being embedded in public exchanges as they exercise the power to direct the reallocation of property and the reorganization of families as well as to impose limitations on liberty. … If third parties have no access to the processes and the impact of judges’ actions (whether they are working in their roles as mediators, managers, or adjudicators), the rationales for judicial legitimacy, independence, and for significant public subsidies to courts weaken.”; Judith Resnik, “The Contingency of
includes meeting with unrepresented parties in open court and this should be continued. Parties would be allowed to confer privately for continuing settlement discussions, but the judge at this stage should always interact with them publicly. As structured below, the hearing would also allow consideration of the parties’ interests in the hope that they might be accommodated in the result, but would provide a final determination in any event. JDR should be flexible, but also final.

II. PROCEDURAL GUIDELINES

As noted above, judicial dispute resolution in Canada would benefit from more precise procedural rules setting out the courts’ expectations of the parties and the various functions to be performed by the judge. I argue that such rules are constitutionally within the legislative authority of the Provinces and further that it is likely they would be upheld by the Supreme Court of Canada if challenged under the Charter as being contrary to the principles of fundamental justice for reasons discussed above. The Supreme Court has recently demonstrated its willingness to permit procedural innovations in cases such as *Endean v. British Columbia*, where it approved superior court judges sitting outside their geographic jurisdictional boundaries, with or without video links back to their home Provinces. Speaking for the majority Justice Cromwell noted that it was important to recognize the power of a superior court “to regulate its proceedings in a way that secures convenience, expeditiousness and efficiency in the administration of justice.”

The SJDRP is designed to provide access to justice that is expeditious, effective and fair and should not run afoul of any constitutional provisions in Canada.

A. Early Judicial Intervention

Rules for EJI should be crafted to incorporate these matters:

- Scheduled soon after the close of pleadings (perhaps within 30 days) at which time it should be known whether parties have lawyers
- Mandatory attendance by parties with settlement authority and their lawyers, if any

---

91 The procedure outlined here therefore differs from the purely facilitative model of judicial settlement processes in family law matters which Semple criticizes as being a misapplication of judicial resources: Noel Semple, “Judicial Settlement-Seeking in Parenting Cases: A Mock Trial” (2013) 2013 J Disp Resol 301.

92 2016 SCC 42.

93 *Ibid* at para 60.

94 Neilson stresses the importance of early intervention in family law matters that may involve domestic violence; “Early resolution is thought to benefit families, children and the legal system; the stress of extensive adversarial litigation is avoided; court time is saved.” Linda C Neilson, “At Cliff’s Edge: Judicial Dispute Resolution in Domestic Violence Cases” (2014) 52:3 Fam Ct Rev 529.
• Format to be a private conference for a relatively short time (perhaps one half day) with authority given to the judge to meet separately with parties and lawyers ("caucus")

• Confidentiality to apply to all discussions as being without prejudice; discussions in private sessions to be confidential and not divulged to other parties

• Judge’s role and function to have several components:
  o Clarification of pleadings and narrowing of issues if possible
  o Analysis of necessary evidence to establish factual elements and obtaining agreement on facts if possible
  o Evaluation of strength of legal positions and possibilities for establishing necessary facts
  o Invitation to express needs and concerns driving the litigation (interests) both confidentially and to opposing parties
  o Assistance if requested in negotiating possible settlement taking into consideration legal rights and obligations, judicial evaluations provided, and parties’ interests

The practice of caucusing with parties is controversial amongst the judiciary, but well recognized as a technique amongst dispute resolution practitioners. When the EJI judge is prohibited from presiding at the next phase of the procedure (see below), the advantages of this practice are seen to outweigh its problems. A leading scholar in the area of procedural justice supports this approach; Nancy A Welsh, “Magistrate Judges, Settlement, and Procedural Justice” (2016) 16 Nev LJ 983. A leading Alberta judge who strongly supports JDR describes the benefit of caucusing as follows: “In the end result, in my experience, it is usually the detailed caucusing and shuttle communication that allows a judicial mediator to know how and when to use a number of mediation tools to improve the process of mediation to lead to settlement.” John D Rooke, “Effective Mediation Through Shuttle Communication of Potentially Viable Proposals: After a Long Journey, Still Just a Beginner” (2016) (Paper presented at Canadian Institute for the Administration of Justice, Forum on Mediation, Toronto, 29-30 April 2016), online: Canadian Institute for the Administration of Justice <https://ciaj-icaj.ca/wp-content/uploads/documents/2016/05/m4.pdf?id=7734> at 30.

This may include agreeing upon an expert. See Agrios & Agrios, supra note 47 at 20.

This aspect of the process mirrors that used in the Early Neutral Evaluation procedure of the United States District Court for Northern California; Brazil, “Informalism”, supra note 14 at 295-301. It is noteworthy, however, that Canadian judges have been offering opinions on the merits of parties’ cases in aid of settlement for many years in recognized procedures such as the “mini-trial” in British Columbia and the pre-trial conference in Ontario at least since the 1980s. See: D C Loeschmann, “Time, Gentlemen, Time … Pre-Trial Conference Procedures in the Supreme Court of British Columbia” (1984) 18 UBC L Rev 163 at 172; R E Holland, “Pre-Trial Conferences in Canada” (1986) 7 Adv Q 416 at 423. Brazil aptly describes judges in this role as “analytically active”; Brazil, “A Close Look”, supra note 41 at 311.

One Alberta Queen’s Bench judge has discussed the challenge facing judges in employing facilitative techniques appropriate to mediation within the context of a judicial settlement procedure which has an essential evaluative component; Lawrie Smith, “Seeing Justice Done: From Judicial Mediation to the Judicial Settlement Conference” (Paper presented to the National Judicial Institute, Judicial Settlement Conference, Vancouver, British Columbia, 15 October 2008) [unpublished, on file with the author]. The Associate Chief Justice of that Court however believes that JDR may appropriately consider both the rights and some “related” interests, at least, of the parties; Rooke, Improving Excellence, supra note 12 at 44.

Judicial intervention in negotiation may be robust. The Alberta Court of Appeal has stated “Trial judges do not enter the fray. A judge engaged in J.D.R. may do precisely that. Indeed, he or she may well exhort the parties and, on occasion, resort to gentle criticism in order to facilitate a fair compromise of disputed issues.”; White v White, 2003 ABCA 358,
Outcomes of the conference to include:
  - Orders amending pleadings
  - Directions concerning factual matters to be proved, and form of evidence to be provided including scheduling disclosure
  - Appointment of a joint or court expert either by consent or at the discretion of the judge
  - Consent order or judgment or dismissal of the action if settlement is reached
  - Setting a date for JDR

Only records to be kept are orders made by the judge and the EJI judge should not discuss the conference with fellow members of the bench

EJI judge must not preside at JDR of the case

Some guidance concerning appropriate rules for EJI may be gained from the local rules governing early neutral evaluation in the Northern District of California together with pre-trial Rule 16 of the United States Federal Rules of Civil Procedure adapted to suit Canadian courts. One outcome of such a process might be that the parties are better prepared for a judicial decision which may or may not go their way. As has been noted, achieving that allows parties to potentially prepare alternative agreed upon solutions once a judge’s conclusions on the substance of the case become known. This beneficial result is promoted by the JDR process described below.

The EJI process suggested here has some similarities to that of “compromise verdicts” found in the courts of Israel where the parties may invite the judge to take certain “extra-legal” factors including their interests into account in reaching a decision. However, at this stage of the proposed procedure the judge would be limited to providing suggestions for resolution and opinions concerning the likely outcomes of judicial determination based upon the parties presentations.

para 14. This aspect of the procedure proposed here is similar to early neutral evaluation as practiced in California since the 1980s but with a judge as the evaluator. See Wayne D Brazil et al, “Early Neutral Evaluation: An Experimental Effort to Expedite Dispute Resolution” (1986) 69 Judicature 279.

This is already the rule in several Canadian jurisdictions, subject to written waiver by all parties. See for instance Royal Bank of Canada v Hussain, 2016 ONCA 637; Alberta Rules of Court, AR 124/2010, Rule 4.21(1). The author accepts the cogent arguments made by Deason in support of a strict rule in these terms with no exceptions; Ellen E Deason, “Beyond ‘Managerial Judges’: Appropriate Roles in Settlement” (2017) 78 Ohio St L J 73.


B. Judicial Dispute Resolution

Rules for JDR should be crafted to incorporate these matters:

- Scheduled several months after EJI (perhaps within 90 days of that step)
- Mandatory attendance by parties with settlement authority and their lawyers, if any
- Format to be an open hearing in court\(^{104}\) with recording and all communications with the judge to be in the presence of other parties\(^{105}\)
- Usual rules and procedures for in camera steps and confidentiality of information to apply
- Scheduled for a relatively short time (perhaps one day)
- Evidence to be presented through documents (affidavits, exhibits) except that each party be required to give their evidence under oath or affirmation; cross-examination to be permitted by questions submitted to and stated by the judge\(^{106}\)
- Other oral evidence such as expert testimony to be permitted within the discretion of the judge

---


\(^{105}\) This approach is favored by a leading judicial proponent of JDR, Justice Robert A. Graesser of the Court of Queen’s Bench of Alberta, who notes “I rarely caucus during binding JDRs as I am not comfortable receiving information from one side in the absence of the other, when I may have to make a binding decision on the matter or at least an issue.” Graesser, “JDR Alberta Style”, supra note 80 at 3.

\(^{106}\) The Alberta Court of Appeal has stated that “The JDR discussions afforded the judge an opportunity to assess the reasonableness of the parties’ respective positions and of their credibility.” and that “Surely, the JDR regime is flexible enough to allow the JDR judge to hear *viva voce* testimony from witnesses” in *L N v S M*, 2007 ABCA 258, paras 7, 36. In the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia a “binding settlement conference” may include oral evidence and cross-examination: *Anderson v Renzetti*, 2012 NSSC 361. Consideration should also be given to allowing oral evidence to be presented in an informal narrative format.
Judge’s role and function to have several components:
  o Active supervision of the hearing including directions concerning issues to be dealt with and evidence to be adduced\(^{107}\)
  o Questioning parties and other witnesses, if any
  o Raising any matters which the judge requires to be dealt with so as to be in a position to make a decision\(^{108}\)

After all evidence and arguments have been heard the judge to indicate they are prepared to decide, either immediately or after a short time for preparation

Judge to ask the parties whether they wish to discuss settlement before receiving a provisional decision and whether they wish the judge to assist them in that

If the judge is requested to assist the proceedings remain in open court; if not, the parties may meet privately

If no request regarding settlement is received the judge proceeds to deliver a provisional decision\(^{109}\) and again asks whether the parties wish to discuss settlement taking it into account and whether they wish the assistance of the judge in doing so

Again, if the judge is requested to assist the proceedings remain in open court; if not, the parties may meet privately

Outcomes of the JDR to include:
  o Conversion of the provisional decision into a binding order or judgment
  o Amendment of the provisional decision in accordance with the parties’ agreement subject to the approval of the judge and conversion into a binding consent order or judgment\(^{110}\)
  o Consent order or judgment as agreed by the parties, subject to the approval of the judge, in substitution for the provisional decision\(^{111}\)

\(^{107}\) Such active facilitative judging has been observed and recommended both in lower level courts with self-represented parties and superior courts engaged in complex litigation. See Jessica K Steinberg, “Adversary Breakdown and Judicial Role Confusion in ‘Small Case’ Civil Justice” (2016) 2016 BYUL Rev 899.

\(^{108}\) In this respect the judge would proceed more along the lines of the active German “reporting judge” described in RMJ Werbicki, “The Pretrial Conference in the Supreme Court of Ontario” (1981) 59 Can Bar Rev 485 at 487-488.

\(^{109}\) This is similar to the practice of Justice Robert A. Graesser who delivers a “draft decision” in binding JDR proceedings: Graesser, “JDR, Alberta Style” supra note 80 at 5.

\(^{110}\) Requiring approval of the judge for any consent judgement or order made as a result of the final hearing ensures that judicial scrutiny is brought to bear on the substantive justice of the outcome according to law.

\(^{111}\) There is uncertainty concerning the status of the result of judicial settlement proceedings that should be resolved by clear rules such as recommended here. See Dueckman v Dueckman, 2013 ABCA 306.
• According to normal practice only the judge’s unmodified binding order or judgment would be appealable

This JDR process is intended to allow a judge to participate in a more facilitative way in less formal, more expeditious decision-making while not compromising the judicial role or ethics, or the dignity or openness of the court, but yet in a manner which may contribute to the achievement of better solutions for the parties. As indicated above, once the judge’s provisional decision becomes known the parties may be prepared with solutions they have contemplated as a result of the EJI step. The judge is then well prepared to evaluate any proposed changes to their provisional decision which the parties may propose against the benchmark of the judge’s application of the law to the facts which have been proved as stated in the provisional decision. The unique process of negotiation following decision making has an historical antecedent and is designed to allow maximum satisfaction of the parties’ interests within the boundaries of what is legally acceptable.

The proposed JDR process has some similarities with the “mini-trial”112 and “binding” judicial dispute resolution as practiced in the Court of Queen’s Bench of Alberta, but goes beyond them in providing for judicial determination in the absence of any agreed settlement. It is more similar to “binding settlement conferencing” practice in Nova Scotia but dispenses with the consent of the parties to engage in it. Of course, it also differs from any procedures in the United States because it is not constrained by the need to preserve final recourse to a jury trial. As described above, the parties would be free to raise their needs and concerns with the EJI judge, but not the JDR judge, at least before the judge reached a provisional decision. I suggest that this preserves the responsibility of the court to the law, while allowing the parties input concerning their interests within a framework of what has been established to be lawfully required in the circumstances of the case.

III. CONCLUSION

Canadian courts must rise to the challenge of remaining relevant as providers of civil justice to all those who are not wealthy or who do not represent powerful organizations, as well as providing accessible justice to individuals in family conflicts who have no alternative but the courts. It is time to step out of the shadow of the jury trial, or any traditional trial, and to embrace the informality and flexibility associated with ADR in a way that is compatible with the dignity and legitimacy of the courts. I suggest that in a constitutional system such as that in Canada, and likely, elsewhere, a re-design of civil litigation procedures can accomplish these goals within accepted constitutional and legal constraints as required by former Chief Justice Dickson.113 In their article “Judges as Mediators” Landerkin and Pirie note:

Chief Justice Dickson expressed a need to ensure the values underlying ADR, and by necessary implication JDR, ‘are consistent with those that have evolved over many centuries and that lie at the heart of our judicial system’ and that ADR (JDR) values be ‘consistent with the principles of fundamental justice that underlie our judicial system.’


identified values such as equal access, reliance on established procedures for equal
treatment and dignity, reasoned decisions, openness to public scrutiny, and use of qualified
neutrals and saw ‘the decision to dispense with any one of these basic values should be the
exception, not the rule.’” [footnotes omitted] (Referring to The Right Honorable Brian
L Soc’y Gaz 231.)114

The Alberta Court of Appeal dismissed a jurisdictional challenge to the practice of Court of Queen’s
Bench judges making final decisions in “binding JDR” proceedings stating:

[22] As indicated in the previous section, there is authority to conduct JDR’s under the
Judicature Act, the Alberta Rules of Court, various Queen’s Bench Practice Notes and the
court’s Guidelines for Judicial Dispute Resolution. The settlement process is flexible and
no distinction is made between binding and non-binding JDR’s. In fact, the Guidelines
implicitly recognize both.

[23] Jurisdiction, authority, mechanisms and procedures are in place to encourage judges
to settle disputes, and a binding JDR is one mechanism offered by the court. It is therefore
a role a Queen’s Bench judge reasonably could be expected to perform as part of his or her
judicial duties and, in this case, was performed by the JDR judge in that capacity. Section
56(1) [of the Judges Act] was not contravened.115

The procedure recommended here also sufficiently satisfies the evaluation criteria proposed by Werbicki,
in order of decreasing importance:

1. Procedure which the public accepts and respects, and in which it has confidence.
2. An independent and impartial judiciary.
3. Means which are accessible.
4. "Fairness, Justice, Due Process and Legality."
5. Proceedings which are public, visual and oral.
6. Procedure which produces a timely result.
7. An opportunity for review.
8. A simple but flexible system.
9. Development and publication of the common law.116

114 Hugh F Landerkin & Andrew J Pirie, “Judges as Mediators: What’s the Problem with Judicial Dispute Resolution in
115 J W Abernethy Management & Consulting Ltd v 705589 Alberta Ltd and Trillium Homes
Ltd, 2005 ABCA 103, paras 22, 23.

Werbicki, supra note 108 at 500. The SJDRP also satisfies most of the “Quantitative or “Objective” Measures” and
“Qualitative or Subjective Measures” proposed by Menkel-Meadow for assessing the success of a dispute resolution
system including the time and cost of processing a case and perceptions of fairness, justice and trust in the institution;
Menkel-Meadow, supra note 69 at 447-48.
Some may suggest that the reforms proposed here are inconsistent with the “adversarial system” and too similar to “inquisitorial” processes as found in civil law jurisdictions. Perhaps they are, and so be it. They recall the approach of some European judges who begin their first meeting with the parties with the question: “If I decide this case in favor of one or the other of you, will that resolve all the problems between you?”\textsuperscript{117} If the unanimous honest answer is “yes” then it is a case that should go as quickly as possible to judgment. If the answer is “no” then it is a matter in which more comprehensive dispute resolution procedures are appropriate. Providing such dispute resolution in an accessible way then becomes the proper task of the court.\textsuperscript{118}

The proposals advanced here are tentative; they deserve to be tested and the results observed. SJDRP combines the benefits of efficient, effective informal dispute resolution that meets peoples’ needs with procedural and substantive fairness provided by the supervisory guidance of the law in the hands of wise judges. The outcomes reached through such procedure should exemplify access to justice at its best.

\textsuperscript{117} Christopher echoes this point of view when she suggests that when conducting dispute resolution proceedings judges should start “by asking what the parties are there to resolve, rather than what they are there to achieve.” Michelle Christopher, “Judges and Settlement: Adding Value in Judicial Dispute Resolution” (2013) (Paper presented at Canadian Conference of Judicial Mediation Second General Assembly, Calgary, 20-21 June 20-21 2013) [unpublished, copy on file with the author] at 9.

\textsuperscript{118} For a review of judicial settlement approaches in civil law jurisdictions see Alexander, supra note 77.